
Access tags are atomic. Barrier access may differ from the highway
access tags of an internal network (e.g. an area where most gates are

private, while one or more gates may be used when authorized (visitors,
delivery, etc.) by gate personnel.

  
Non-blocking barriers with access=permissive leading to highways with

access=private needs to be double-checked..

Depending on LK /context, a bolted barrier
(locked=yes) may be unlocked by anyone if

access is set to permissive, while a
padlocked barrier (locked=yes) that needs a
key with access set to private or stricter no.

With LK, possibly access=permit.

e.g. lookout, guard, sentry,
door/gate-keeper, 
watchperson, etc.

E.g. mapillary=*, kartaview=*,
panoramax=*, source_ref=*

(generic)

e.g. access limited to sticker
or permit holders

Check OSM data or imagery  for indicators of
enclosures. This could mean multiple gates with
various access permissions, and/or connectivity

to other enclosed areas.

Look out for  fixme/notes
 from previous editor

Data source licenses must be OSM ODbL-
compatible,  personally collected, or from

personal knowledge.
  

Street-imagery taken
on  holidays/weekends may imply wrong

information. 

See https://osm..org/wiki/Key:access#Transport_mode_restrictions

e.g. signages, characteristics, or
indicators of "customers only"

access

e.g. owners, members, authorized persons, by-
permission, security forces' encampments, etc.
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Refer to OSM global Wiki, local
conventions pages.
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Access and Barrier Tagging Flowchart in Asia
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